
Invention Description

Filling in this form will assist us in drafting a better patent specification for your invention. You will find that this 
form helps you to order your thoughts about your invention, so that you may end up with a slightly different 
view of what your actual invention is, once you have completed the form.   We strive to protect the actual 
invention and its principles of operation, and not just an embodiment thereof.  In other words, when filling in 
this form, think of:

•	 What	makes	your	invention	different	from	what	has	gone	before.

•	 If	you	or	anyone	else	in	your	technical	field	use	any	jargon	or	terms,	or	ordinary	terms	in	an	unusual	
 way, please include them in this write-up, together with an explanation. 

•	 Please	describe	all	the	parts	of	the	invention,	and	be	sure	to	tell	us	how	the	parts	interrelate	or	
 work together. 

•	 Think	of	as	many	possible	alternatives.		Are	there	less	desirable,	but	still	useful,	ways	of	
	 making	the	invention	work?		Tell	us	as	much	as	possible,	as	this	allows	us	to	identify	the	real	
 invention behind the embodiment.

•	 All	inventions	are	based	on	prior	technologies	and	include	improvements	on	such	“prior	art”.		Has	
 the invention, or part of the invention, been used before, even if for a different purpose?  

•	 You	may	wish	to	conduct	searches	through	the	patent	records	at	the	US	Patent	Office	(www.uspto.gov)	
	 and/or	European	Patent	Office	(ep.espacenet.com),	or	you	may	request	us	to	conduct	a	search	for	you.		
	 Please	note	that	our	fees	for	compiling	and	filing	a	patent	application	do	not	include	the	conducting	of	
	 a	patent	search.		Should	you	require	us	to	conduct	a	search	for	your	invention,	please	let	us	know,	so	
 that we may provide you with a cost estimate.

•	 Include	as	many	drawings	or	rough	sketches	as	necessary	to	illustrate	all	the	essential	details	of	your	
	 invention.		They	needn’t	be	perfect	–	we	have	our	own	draughtsman	–	but	they	should	show	every	
	 single	component	IN	AS	MUCH	DETAIL	AS	POSSIBLE.	

IMPORTANT NOTICE: THE	 FILLING	OUT	 THIS	 FORM	DOES	NOT	 PROVIDE	 PROTECTION	 FOR	 YOUR	 INVENTION.	
ONLY	ONCE	WE	HAVE	TAKEN	INSTRUCTIONS	FROM	YOU	TO	FILE	A	PATENT	APPLICATION	AND	ONLY	ONCE	THE	
APPLICATION	HAS	IN	FACT	BEEN	FILED,	IS	YOUR	INVENTION	PROTECTED.		THE	INVENTION	THEREFORE	HAS	TO	BE	
KEPT	SECRET	UNTIL	WE	REPORT	TO	YOU	THAT	THE	APPLICATION	HAS	BEEN	FILED.
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF FORM



CLIENT DETAILS

TO	COMPLY	WITH	FICA	REQUIREMENTS,	PLEASE	PROVIDE	US	WITH	A	COPY	OF	YOUR	ID	DOCUMENT,	PROOF	OF	
RESIDENTIAL	ADDRESS,	AND	COMMUNICATIONS	WITH	SARS	ON	WHICH	YOUR	TAX	REF	NO	IS	SHOWN.		PHONE	
US	FOR	COMPANY	REQ’S.

FULL Names and ID numbers of Inventor(s)

1. ID

2. ID

3. ID

4. ID

PHYSICAL Addresses of Inventor(s)

1.

2.

3.

4.

In whose name will the patent application be filed?  (This may be a person or Co.)

Physical Address of patent Applicant

POSTAL Address of CLIENT (who is paying the bill?)

Telephone no of CLIENT Fax no of CLIENT

E-mail of CLIENT E-mail of CLIENT



BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Describe the invention as generally and as broadly as possible. 

WHAT IS THE MONOPOLY SOUGHT?
Explain the broadest aspect of your idea that you want to prevent others from using. 
(Remember that you can not claim a monopoly for something that is already known to the public) 

DETAILS OF THE INVENTION
What parts does the invention consist of?  If the invention includes a method of doing something, please list 
all the steps.

In what way do the parts interact or interrelate with one another to make the invention work?



DRAWINGS

PLEASE	 PROVIDE	US	WITH	 LABELED	 SKETCHES	OR	 ROUGH	DRAWINGS	OF	 YOUR	 INVENTION	AND	 EACH	 PART	
THEREOF.		THIS	IS	CRITICAL	TO	US	UNDERSTANDING	THE	INVENTION.		BE	SURE	ALL	ESSENTIAL	PARTS	ARE	SHOWN	
ON	THE	SKETCH.		SEND	US	YOUR	DRAWINGS	TOGETHER	WITH	THIS	FORM.

STATE OF THE PRIOR ART
Consider what was already in existence (whether patented or not) before the invention.

What is the closest device or method that you are aware of to your invention?

Is there any combination of existing devices (methods) which would be similar to your invention? 

PATENT SEARCHES
Have you done any patent searches, either online (at www.uspto.gov or ep.espacenet.com) or at the South 
African Patent Office?

Would you like us to do a fixed cost patent search?
(this is not included in the cost of drafting and filing the patent application)

YES NO



PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

PATENTS	CANNOT	VALIDLY	BE	SOUGHT	FOR	AN	INVENTION	WHICH	HAS	ALREADY	BEEN	PATENTED,	OR	WHICH	
HAS	BEEN	DISCLOSED	TO	THE	PUBLIC	–	SOUTH	AFRICA	HAS	A	VERY	STRICT	NOVELTY	REQUIREMENT	(“ABSOLUTE	
NOVELTY”),	WHICH	MEANS	THAT	ANY	PUBLIC	DISCLOSURE,	BY	YOU	OR	ANYONE	ELSE,	WILL	BE	DETRIMENTAL	TO	
THE	PATENTING	OF	YOUR	INVENTION.		IF	THIS	HAS	OCCURRED,	HOWEVER,	PLEASE	LET	US	KNOW	IMMEDIATELY,	
AS	THERE	MAY	BE	VARIOUS	OPTIONS	AVAILABLE	TO	EXPLORE	TO	PROTECT	ANCILLARY	PARTS	OF	THE	INVENTION.

Has the invention ever been disclosed (by you or anyone else) to anyone, at any time, in any way
(including written and oral disclosures)

YES NO

PRIOR FILINGS
Have you filed a Provisional Patent Application or a Design Application for this invention?

YES NO

 
If yes, please indicate

TYPE 

DATE 

FILING NUMBER

WHERE

Has the invention ever been sold?

YES NO

 
If yes, where and when? 



THIRD PARTY RIGHTS

Other Inventors:	Is	there	anyone	else	who	contributed	INVENTIVELY	to	the	conception	or	reduction	to	practice	
of the invention?   Failure to correctly cite an inventor is a possible ground for revocation of a patent. 
RIGHTS OF OTHERS: YOU	MAY	BE	UNDER	AN	OBLIGATION	TO	MAKE	OVER/ASSIGN	RIGHTS	IN	THIS	INVENTION	
TO	OTHERS.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING AS CORRECTLY AS POSSIBLE

Was the invention developed in the course of your employment, or using any facilities belonging to your 
employer?  If yes, the employer may have rights to the invention.  Discuss this with us.

YES NO

Do you have an agreement with your employer (even if not in writing) in which you are obliged to assign any 
inventions you may make to your employer?

YES NO

Was the invention developed in the course of a consulting agreement? 

YES NO

If so, did you have an agreement about the ownership of the invention?

Was there any funding of the development of the invention by any party (governmental agencies, NGO’s, 
research foundations, etc.) who might claim rights in the invention? 

ADDITIONAL NOTES, COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS



Telephone +27 (0) 12 349 7800  Fax +27 (0) 86 619 0493

E-mail  mail@svw.co.za

Physical Address/Courier  

Block A, Apex Corporate Park Quinton Brand Street Persequor Technopark Meiring 

Naudé Avenue Pretoria South Africa

Postal Address/Correspondence  

PO Box 111 Innovation Hub 0087 South Africa


